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"One may believe that if larger series were more often utilised in taxonomic
work the current bewilderment over variation would give way to a renewed respect
for a certain uniformity that exists thruout such groups of individuals." Kinsey.

With certain exceptions, no two individuals of a species are ever

genetically identical; hence it is not so much the uniformity as the

character and range of variation in a species that are diagnostic.

Conversely, the fact that two related animals differ does not necessarily

mean that they belong to separate species unless it can be shown,
after the examination of sufficient numbers collected over a wide area,

that there is not a series of overlapping intergrades between the two

differing forms.

It was, for example, the range in variation in the number of

vertebrae in conger eels that enabled Johannes Schmidt (1931) to

separate the American species, Conger oceanicus, from the European
C. mdgaris. The ranges of the larvae of the two species overlap in

part geographically, but not anatomically, the number of vertebras

in C. oceanicus being from 140 to 149, average 144.63, and in C.

vulgaris from 154 to 163, average 158.16. This lack of overlap in the

numbers of their vertebrae clearly justifies their segregation.

Kinsey (1930) has shown, too, that the highly variable Gall Wasp,
Cynips erinaceus, is one species, though extreme forms of its gall have

been previously assigned to separate species. In any part of its wide

range a comprehensive collection over a square mile will very closely

resemble a similar comprehensive collection at any other place in the

insect's range. The variation in the species is roughly constant

throughout its entire geographic range.

These are two extreme cases; the first of two distinct, the second

of one homogeneous, species. If, however, the two conger eels had
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numbers of vertebra- ranging from 140 to 152 and from 150 to 163

respectively, it would IK- impossible from the vertebrse alone to assign
to either group those possessing 150, 151 or 152 vertebra*. To get
round this difficulty, one man would consider them mere races,

another sub-species, and a third separate species with a certain amount
of hybrid!/, ition, the choice depending on the taxonomic upbringing
and prejudices of the worker.

Again, if in such a case as Cynips rrindceiis the amount of variation

were in >t constant, a comprehensive collection from one part of its

range would be different from a similar collection from another part.

If the variations in these two collections did not overlap, they might
In- considered separate species unless they wr ere merely the ends of a

continuous series.

This last is the case with Littorina obtustitti. There has been but

little uniformity in the treatment of its varying forms, and the resulting

taxonomic muddle must be first of all cleared up.

The establishment of the genus Littorina has always been ascribed

to the elder Ferussac, the reference in the Index Animalium (Sherborn,

1927) being to page xxxiv of the Tableaux systematiques generaux
de rembranchement des Mollusques (Ferussac, 1822). This refers,

however, only to where Littorina is listed as the fifth sub-genus of the

genus "PALUDINE, Paludina, FERUSS. (Fluv. et marin.)," with

no definition or description. The definition, such as it is, is given on

page xi, where Ferussac says: "Quant aux paludines marines qui
constituent le genre Trochus d'Adanson, comme nous n'avons pu
adopter cette denomination a cause des troclnis de Linne (en general
formes d'especes reellement congeneres, ce qui nous a empeche de les

appeler tnrho avec Adanson, en y rapportant tous les turbo de Linne

qui doivent s'en rapprocher), nous en formons un sous-genre sous le

nom de littorhif." (No Latin is used here, but an objection on that

ic would, I think, be oversteeped in pedantry, since only the final

e needs altering.) Two pages before, at the bottom of page ix,

Fcrussac gives a list "dresse d'apres 1'edition de Grnelin," referring

to the thirteenth edition of the Systema Natune, edited by J. F.

< .melin (Linna-us, 1 7SS). This list, compiled from the Linnrean genera
Troihus and '1'urlio, which Ferussac wished to combine, includes five

-pecies referred to as
"

I'lil-mluin Marine." These are oblnsatus,

nrritoitlcs, littorcus, ninricntiis, and (ifcr, constituting his sub-genus
Littorina.

"
I.e ijenre Trochus d'Adanson," mentioned above, consists of four

-pe< ies described and illustrated in the Histoire Naturelle du Senegal
i Adanson, 1757). Their names, on a binomial system of Adanson's
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own devising, antedate the tenth edition of the Systema Naturae

(Linnaeus, 1758) by one year, and therefore do not stand. These

species are beautifully illustrated in Adanson's work, and undoubtedly

belong to the genus Littorina.

Menke, 1828, was responsible for the spellings Litorina and litorea,

although both Lin minis and Fcrussac used two /'s. Menke said that

the alteration made for correct Latin, which is true, but it also led to

a small confusion in nomenclature which has lasted till this day.
In truth, "optima nomina quae nihil significant."

The first full definition or description of the genus Littorina is

given in the second edition of Lamarck's Histoire Naturelle des

Animaux sans Vertebres, Vol. XI, pp. 201 et seq. (Lamarck, 1843).

Of the British Littorinas, L. littorea and L. neritoides are both

described under the genus Turbo in the tenth (1758) edition of Linnaeus'

Systema Naturae, and they have retained their original specific names
and authority, except in the work of a few authors who have fortunately
caused no lasting confusion, save for the fashion, introduced by
Menke (1828), of spelling with one /.

The nomenclature of the mollusks generally known by naturalists

as L. obtusata and L. rudis, however, has for a long time been a field

for error and dispute.

Littorina rudis is assigned by the Marine Biological Association

(1931) to Maton, quoting Jeffreys (1865). Johnson (1915) gives

L. rudis (Donovan), quoting Gould (1870) and Donovan (1804)

(whose date is erroneously given in Gould as 1800, the date of publica-

tion of the second volume; the first volume was actually published

last, in 1804, after the fifth in 1803). Kuester (1856) calls the un-

fortunate animal L. rudis (Montagu), quoting Montagu (1803) and

Maton and Rackett (1807), in spite of the fact that the latter authori-

ties cite Maton (1797) as the originator of the name and description;

Jeffreys (1865) also gives Maton. Forbes and Hanley (1853), however,
mention Donovan (1804), though Maton and Rackett (1807) give

Maton (1797), Montagu (1803) and Donovan (1804) in order of

priority. Montagu disturbs this order by quoting from the then

unpublished volume of Donovan, having presumably seen the manu-

script or proofs, but Donovan nevertheless gives the credit of the

name rudis to Maton (1797). Menke (1830), the first to put Turbo

rudis into the genus Littorina, cites Montagu (1803) as author of

the species.

Under the Law of Priority, the name rudis must be referred to

Maton (1797), since there is no doubt of the identity of the form he

described.
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However, nidis is not the correct specific cognomen of the snail

which usually passes under that name. In 1792 Olivi published a

description and rough figures of a shell near Venice which he called

Turbo saxatilis. Jeffreys (1865) states that this form is identical with

Littorina ncritoides (L.), but Dautzenburg and Fischer (1912) present

on two plates sixty-two exquisitely colored and enlarged figures of

L. saxatilis and L. rudis, which show that L. ntdis is specifically

indistinguishable from L. saxatilis, of which names the latter has the

priority by five years (1792 and 1797).
1

In the case of the snail variously known as Littorina obtusata,

L. litloralis and L. palliata, the difficulties begin with the tenth edition

of the Systema, where two very similar shells are described under

different genera, to wit, Turbo obtusatus (Vol. I, p. 761) and Xcrita

littoralis (Vol. I, p. 777). The early British conchologists Montagu
(1803), Donovan (1804) and Maton and Rackett (1807) all accepted
Nerita littoralis as representing the common form of the English

Channel and British Coasts. Here Montagu introduces a minor

confusion by claiming that Nerita littoralis L. is the same as Turbo

ncritoides L. He is alone in this opinion, and it is difficult to see

what led him to form it. In 1822 Thomas Say described Turbo

p<illiatns from the coast of Maine, and this is considered by both

Dautzenburg and Fischer (1915) and Johnson (1915) to be a variety

or sub-species of the Turbo obtusatus of Linnaeus.

Jeffreys (1865) gave the specific name obtusata to the form on the

shores of the English Channel, evidently assuming the identity of the

two Linmean shells. Dautzenburg and Fischer (1915) regard the

English Channel (littoralis}, the Norwegian (obtusata} and the New

England (pallia la) forms as varieties or subspecies of the one species,

of which the prior name, by pagination in the Systema Natura-, must

be Littorina obtusata. \Yinckworth (1922), however, assigning the

British Littorinas to four genera,
2 Littorina Ferussac, Litlormiga Dall,

Mclarhapht
1 Mcnke and \rriloides Brown, includes in the last-named

the three species obtusata (L.), .rstitarii (Jeffreys) and littoralis (L.),

the existence of obtusata on the shores of Great Britain being thought

1 L. snxdtili* '< >li\h is not to be confused with L. sn-xntilis (Johnston), which is

a SO-r.dlrd \.iric-ty IKMII llnuirk, KntJ.md i Jeffreys, IS'o .

2 Tlu"M- liciini. names are regarded in this paper as mly of subgencric rank.

They ;m- extremely valuable in ilu- tun-i- delimitation ul tin- i^i'iius Littorina as a

\\liolr, but ronsidi M d as IM-IHT.L tlicy only bewilder (lie poor naturalist and field

worker.
\< ry full lists of synoniyiiiir- are ^ivm for the obtusata-littoralis-palliata group

1 i.uit/riiburi; .UK! Fischer (1915 .md lor vixatilis-rudis l>y Dautzenburg and

hei '

1912).
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doubtful, all of which leads us to the impasse of a difference of opinion

among experts.

This confusion is due solely to the fact that inferences about

varieties have been drawn from individual specimens, and the only

way to unravel this tangle is to examine a large enough number of

animals until the answer to the problem ceases to be a matter of

opinion.

Specimens of L. obtusata were therefore obtained from eleven

different localities, on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. The minimum
number aimed at was one hundred from each locality, but sufficient

TABLE I

Localities, number of individuals and catalogue numbers of eleven lots of L. obtusata.

M.C.Z. = Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University.
B.S.N.H. = Museum of Boston Society of Natural History.
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FIG. 1. Map showing the localities on the t\vo sides of the North Atlantic.

The shaded area is that shown on a larger scale in Fig. 2. The letters refer to

Table I.
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FIG. 2. .M,i]> the luc.ilitics on the New England Coast. The letters refer

to Table I.
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a

FIG. 3. Shell from Church Reef, near Plymouth, England, showing the dimensions

that were measured.

(usually the overall length of the shell), the breadth (b) of the final

whorl at the base of the penultimate whorl, and the distance (c) from

the top of the spire to the most distant point on the lip. The ratios

between these dimensions, -r
,
-and -r

,
were calculated, and they form

the basis of comparison between shells from different localities.

Figure 3 shows exactly which dimensions were measured on each shell.

TABLE II

Shells from the two sides of the Atlantic: numbers of shells of different sizes.

(See Fig. 4.)

Localities
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TABLE III

Shells from the two sides of t lie Atlantic: numbers of shells of different proportions.

(See Fig. 5.)

Local
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giving the numbers of shells at the different proportions, show the

amount of overlap between the four lots. Bergen and Cattewater

shells are very similar, and the curves for Church Reef and Westerly
are well-nigh identical. The Cattewater lot are somewhat more

globular than the others, but they are probably younger, if the giant

shells like No. 6 are really of the mature adult size. These nine large

Cattewater shells have apparently lived an exceptionally long time,

for they are the largest Littorina obtusata in the extensive collection

at Harvard, with the exception of an individual specimen from

Cornwall.
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FIG. 4. Shells from the two sides of the Atlantic: numbers of shells of different

sizes (See Table II).
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In Fig. 6 are shown camera lucida drawings of the obverse and

reverse aspects of three shells from each locality, the relative height

of the spire to the rest of the shell increasing from left to right. The
dimensions and proportions of the same twelve shells are given in

Table IV, where the ratio - decreases in each group with the increase

of the spire component, c.

From these figures and tables it will be seen that the amount of

variation is much the same in each locality and that it would be quite

impossible to sort a mixture of shells from the four places, either on
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or after measurement. There is then no doubt of the con-

specificity of Littorina obtnsata from Bergen, from the Plymouth
district and from Rhode Island.
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It has now been shown that the same species occurs on both sides

of the Noiih Atlantic. It remains to be proved that the same species

extends up the American Coast, where shells called
"

L. palliata" or
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FIG. 6. Shells from the two sides of the Atlantic: obverse and reverse aspects of

shells whose dimensions are given in Table IV.

TABLE IV

Shells from the two sides of the Atlantic: dimensions and proportions of shells

illustrated in Fig. 6.

Locality
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"
L. obtnsata pallia ta" occur from Long Island Sound to Newfound-

land.

Between shells from Westerly, R. I., and Isle au Haut, Me.,
there is a considerable difference, namely that between the varieties

littoral-is and f><illi<it<i as described by Dautzenburg and Fischer (1915).

These are illustrated in Fig. 7, which represents shells 10 and 33 in

Table VI I and Fig. 10. Without intermediate forms these might well

be considered separate species, the most obvious differences being
the thinner shells and the taller spires of the Maine forms. If shells

from intermediate places are interpolated, however, a gradual series

FIG. 7. Shells 10 and 33 from Fig. 10, to show the approximate limits of variation

in New England shells.

is obtained between the two extremes, which makes any subdivision

impossible. This is clearly shown in Fig. 9, in which the modes of

the curves gradually pass from the arrangement in the Westerly lot

to that from Isle au Haut, with no sudden transition anywhere.
The numbers from which Figs. 8 and 9 are compiled are given in

Tables V and VI respectively. In Fig. 10 are shown the obverse and

reverse aspects of 24 shells, three from each New England locality,

arranged as in Fig. 6 in ascending height of spire from left to right.

The corresponding dimensions and proportions are given in Table VII.

Shells 10 and 11 correspond to L. obtns<ita liltonilis (1). and F.),

Shells 17, 18, 20 and 21 to L. obtnsata typini (I), and F.), and Shells

29, 30, 32 and 33 to L. obtnsitln /><illi<it<t ( I ). and F.). By Winckworth's

(1922) reckoning, Shells 10 and 11 belong to a separate species,

/.. liltonilis. These figures show, however, that these shells are all

part of a continuous series, and any distinction into species or varieties

must be purely arbitrary and tuxonomicully invalid.

Indeed, such bestowal of specific and varietal names and ranks on

form- wlioM- differences have not been analy/ed would, if carried to

tin- logical conclusion, necessitate the granting of a separate name to

every individual (since no two are alike), with an accompanying
iiK KM>C in nomenclatural complexity.
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As a final demonstration of the essential unity of Littorina obtusata

over this considerable geographic range, embracing, as it does, both

southern Norway and New England, the data of all the 933 shells

from the eleven localities may be added together. This is done in

to
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FIG. 8. New England shells: numbers of shells of different sizes (See Table V).
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Table VIII, and the result shown in Fig. 11. Although the chief

distinction between so-called varieties of L. obtusata is usually the

variation in the relative height of the spire, the curve
;

in Fig. 11,
t/
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giving the ratio of Length to Distance from Spire to Lip, is an almost

perfect frequency curve, because the series from blunt to elevated
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FIG. 10. NewEngland shells: obverse and reverse aspects of shells whose dimensions

are given in Table VII.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Mr. \V. J. Clench, Curator of

Mollusks in Harvard University, for his advice, criticism and kindness.

16
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TABLE \"II

New England sliflls: dimensions and proportions of shells illustrated in Fig. 10.

Locality
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TABLE VIII

Nine hundred and thirty-three shells from eleven localities on both sides of the Atlantic:

numbers of shells of different proportions.

Proportions

0.87

0.91

0.95

0.99

1.03

1.07

1.11

1.15

1.19

1.23

1.27

1.31

1.35

1.39

1.43

1.47

1.51

1.55

1.59

1.63

1.67

1.71

1.75

to 0.91

to 0.95

to 0.99

to 1.03

to 1.07

to 1.11

to 1.15

to 1.19

to 1.23

to 1.27 2

to 1.31 2

to 1.35 24
to 1.39 112

to 1.43 169

to 1.47 209
to 1.51 208
to 1.55 104

to 1.59 56

to 1.63 26

to 1.67 I',

to 1.71 4

to 1.75 1

to 1.79.

a

6

a

c

1

7

44

148

284

291

121

32

5

1

1

3

19

53

62

88

154

167

141

87

62

33

26

16

11

5

4

1

SUMMARY

1. Littorina obtusata from Norway, from the Plymouth district in

England, and from Rhode Island are so alike that they cannot be

separated.

2. L. obtusata from Rhode Island are fairly unlike those from

Maine, but the examination of forms from intermediate localities

establishes a continuous series up the New England coast. The

range of variation remains roughly constant.

3. Further confirmation of the unity of L. obtusata from this wide

geographical range is found by adding together the data from all the

933 shells examined. Their proportions follow almost perfect mono-

modal frequency curves.

4. The names L. littoralis (L.) and L. pallia ta (Say) must therefore

go into synonymy under L. obtusata (L.), since it is shown that there

is no division possible between forms to which these names have been

given. The name L. rudis (Maton) must be put into synonymy,
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under L. saxatilis (Olivi), as shown by Dautzenburg and Fischer

(1912). The first definition of the genus Littorina is given by Ferussac

(1822) on p. \i of his Tabl. Syst. gen de 1'emb. des moll.
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